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‘Mixmind - Debate Platform’, now available for iOS and Android
Mixmind is a chat app that matches two strangers with
opposite opinions about a certain topic
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. M
 ixmind is a communication platform to debate
and exchange views on current issues of polarized opinions by matching
strangers that selected the same subject to be discussed and that have
opposite opinions for this same subject they have selected. It has just
been released for iOS a
 nd Android,
Although the internet has a great potential for being the main source of
democracy, there is a lack of tools capable of effectively managing and
moderating these debates. And, as a result of the absence of the proper
tool, nowadays the internet space is chaotic, with many discussions, but
all of them being disorganized, aggressive and ineffective. That's what
Mixmind comes to fix.
Mixmind ensures the debate flow with a brand new chat structure
where the user has to mark his message type (statement, refutation,
question, answer, source, etc) before sending it and earns points being

kind and respectful through the chats and loses otherwise. The more
points the user gets, more control he has over the debate.
The app was made (concept, design and code) by a single student at a
digital media design graduation course in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The
project thus is academic and also serve as a social experiment. It's 100%
free to use and it's currently being developed as a nonprofit app.
Currently available topics are:
• Gay Marriage
• Legalizing Marijuana
• iOS Vs. Android
• Israel Vs. Palestine
• Religion Vs. Science
• Death Penalty
• Legalizing Euthanasia
• Refugee Crisis
• Marvel Vs. DC
• Feminism Vs. Anti-Feminism
• Vegs. Vs. Meat-Eaters
• Legalizing Abortion
• American Politics
• Brazilian Politics
More topics coming soon!
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